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Abstract
The existenoe of equitable allocations of divisible goods is established.
The methods $\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\Leftrightarrow\sigma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ divisions of a good into geometrically simple sets,
such as simplexes or $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}1_{\}^{r}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}1$ convex cones. Market for indivisible goods
is modelled, in which a financial intermediary plays the role as an income
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$-distributer end each coIlsumer can demand as many goods as he wants
subject to his budgel constraint, and Che existenci of a competitive equilib-
rium is proved. TSese two $\mathrm{s}\infty_{J}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ unrela $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ ecoIloInic problems are solved
by $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{x}1_{\mathrm{o}}^{\sigma}1\supset \mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ Cale’s covering $1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{\dot{C}}\iota$ and a dnal version of its extension.
The extcIlsioIl of Cale’s $1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$ its dual versions are established here, the
$1)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ are bmsed or Ky $1^{\urcorner}\prec \mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ theorem OI1 $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\varphi_{J}$ of two
set-valued $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ .
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1 Introduction
We address two types of resource allocation problems: One type is a norma-
tive division of a divisible good, and the other type is a descriptive market
allocation of indivisible goods.
There has been a substantial amount of the literature that studies alloca-
tions of divisible goods, subject to a given welfare criterion such as fairness,
equitableness or envy-freeness. While much of the literature concerns divi-
sions of a good into merely measurable subsets (see, e.g., Akin (1995) and the
references tllerein), it is desirable fronl a practical point of view to have divi-
sions into $j$’eometrically simple subsets, like intervals (see, e.g., $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}1$ (1988)),
sieplcxes or $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}1_{\}^{r}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}1$ convex cones.
The first pnrpose of our paper is two-fold: (1) to strengthen some of the
earlier results on optimal division problems, and (2) to $\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{c}}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ divisions of a
good (a subset of a Euclidean space) into geometrically simple subsets while
satisfying a welfare criterion. We establish two theorems on $\alpha$-equitable
divisions, by applying Gale’s (1984) extension of the Knaster-Kuratowski-
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}^{r}/_{\lrcorner}$ (K-K-M) lemma on closed $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{o}}^{\sigma}\mathrm{s}$ of a simplex.
We turn to the market allocation of indivisible goods (for another recent
work, se$e$ vaIl cler $\overline{1}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n},$ $\ulcorner 1_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}^{\urcorner}\backslash 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ and Yang (1997); for normative allocation
($\mathrm{J}1^{\cdot}$ indivisible $\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t})}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ . see, e.g., $\prime \mathrm{r}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}(199\overline{v})$ and $\mathrm{t}\}_{1\mathrm{e}}$ references therein).
$\mathrm{s}\iota_{1\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{y}$ and $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}\iota \mathrm{r}1^{\cdot}(1^{(\lrcorner 74)}$ coIlstructcd a Inodel of an exchange $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}_{J}\mathrm{C}$ , in
which each consumer is ini $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\backslash 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ endowed with one unit of an indivisible good.
They established the existenoe of a core allocation, and then in collaboration
with David Gale the existence of a competitive equilibrium. Quinzii (1984)
introduced a divis\’ible $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}_{j}$ called money, into the Shapley-Scarf model,
und established $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}$ corc $(^{\mathrm{Y}},\mathrm{q}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ (equivalence of a core allocation and a
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{t}_{J}^{\supset}$ allocation) and $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{e}$ existence of a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ equilibrium. Gale
(1984) provided $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1‘ J\mathrm{x}\backslash \mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ of $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}$ K-l$<_{-}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}$ , and derived $\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}’/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}’ \mathrm{s}$
$(_{J}^{1}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ result $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1l_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ ex $\iota \mathrm{G}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}(^{\backslash },\mathrm{d}$ K-K-M $\mathrm{k}\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$ . All $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}_{J}^{\mathrm{J}}$ works arc on
$\mathrm{i}\iota 1\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}},\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}(^{\mathrm{Y}},\mathrm{s}()1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}(_{\lrcorner}$} $j\iota\Re \mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1(^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{I}11},\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}$ broadly $\mathrm{d}(_{J}^{\Delta}\mathrm{I}\grave{1}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}_{J}^{\mathit{3}}\mathrm{d}$, in light of their basic
$1)()\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathfrak{l}11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{a}\mathfrak{l}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}1_{1(\mathfrak{c})\mathrm{I}1_{\backslash }\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathfrak{U}\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{s}\iota_{1^{)}1^{)}}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}}$
. his indivisible good ilIld demaIlds one
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}$ , of $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\iota 01,l1$ ( $\}\mathrm{r}.$ $()_{\mathrm{I}1}$ thc $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t},l\iota \mathrm{c}^{\mathit{3}}.\mathrm{r}$ tind, in the price-guided ccoIlomy 01 the
$11(^{\mathrm{J}},()\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}(j\dot{\tau}\iota 1\iota)_{\dot{\zeta}\iota.\mathrm{r}_{\dot{t}}\iota \mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}.\iota(\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}(_{z}^{1}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1(1\mathrm{e}\iota \mathrm{n}\dot{\mathrm{c}}1\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}scvcral}\mathrm{g}\dot{\mathrm{r}}.$ goods as long ms thesc
$\mathrm{g}^{r}\mathrm{o}o\mathrm{d}‘ \mathrm{s}^{\backslash }\dot{\zeta}\backslash \mathrm{r}\langle^{\backslash }$, wi $\iota l_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}1_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}\mathrm{b}\iota \mathrm{d}\mathrm{g}^{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}1$ cons $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{t}$ .
$\ulcorner 1^{\tau}1_{1\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}(.\langle)\mathrm{I}1C11^{)\iota\iota \mathrm{r}}1)()\mathrm{S}$ (, of $()\backslash \iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{P}^{i\iota}1$ ) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}$ is to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$) $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ a $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{1(_{J}^{\mathrm{Y}}}^{\backslash }\mathrm{d}$ version of
$\downarrow,\}_{1(_{r\mathrm{L}}^{\backslash ^{\mathrm{C}^{1}}}},\}_{1\dot{\mathrm{c}}\iota_{1^{)}}}1(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{y}- \mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{r}}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1()\subset 1(^{\backslash },1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1\backslash \mathrm{V}}$ Cici $\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }\dot{\sigma}\backslash \mathrm{c}1\iota$ coIlstIncr $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ clernand several goods
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subject to his budget constraint, thereby bringing together the assignment
game and the neoclassical paradigm. Let $n$ be the number of consumers
in the economy. While the total demand for each good can be any integer
between $0$ and $n$ in disequilibrium, ib has Co be equal to 1 in equilibrium, since
the total supply is 1. Therefore, an assignment emerges as a consequence of
equilibrium even in our modified Shapley-Scarf model. We introduce to the
model a particular role of financial intermediaries, and establish the existence
of a competitive eqnilibrium.
The above two seemingly unrelated economic problems have one Ching in
common: Cale $\mathrm{s}$ (lD84) covering lemma. Gale considered $\tau\iota$ covers of an $(n-$
$1)$ -dimensional $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{K}1}1$) $1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}$ , each $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1_{\mathrm{e}\supset}^{\sigma}$ the K-K-M type boundary condition.
In our paper we consider more general $\mathrm{t}$ lleorems on $n$ covers of a simplex. The
first result along this line of research is an extension of Gale’s lemma, which
allows for covers that satisfy Shapley’s (197.3) boundary condition. The next
result is a dual version of $0\iota \mathrm{r}$ extended Gale lemma, which allows for covers
that satisfy the boundary condition studied by Alexandrov and Pasynkov
(1957) and Scarf (1967). The third result is yet another dual version of the
extended Cale lemma, which allows for covers Chat satisfy Ichiishi’s (1988)
boundary condition. It is this second dnal version that we apply to establish
our aforementioned existence result for thc Inodificd Shapley-Scarf model.
$r_{1^{\urcorner}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}}$ nexl smction presents $0\iota \mathrm{r}e\mathrm{x}$ tension of Gale’s lemrna and its Cwo dual
versions. Section.3 presents our results on $\alpha$-equitable divisions. Section 4
presents $0\iota \mathrm{r}$ result on the rnodified Shapley-Scarf rnodel.
2 An extension of Gale’s covering lemma and
its dual versions
This sectioIl $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\downarrow,\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}1\iota(_{a}^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{s}\dot{t}\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}$ ensioIl (TlleoreIIl 2. $.3\mathrm{A}$ ) of Cale’s (1984) cov-
ering $1(_{J}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{x}x\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$ its $\mathrm{d}\iota i\iota 1$ versions (Oheorems 2. $.3\mathrm{B}$ and 2. $3\mathrm{C}$ ).
$\mathrm{I}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{t}N$ bc $\dot{r}\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}^{s}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\}^{r}$ finitc set. Tlle cardinality of set $N$ is denoted by
1N. $1\supset \mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ }) $\mathrm{y}\mathrm{R}^{N}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }(\#\mathrm{A}’)- \mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}_{\lrcorner}^{\mathrm{t}}\urcorner \mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ spacc and by $\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ the
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}1,\mathrm{i}1^{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ (, of $\mathrm{R}^{l}\mathrm{v}$ . Given a subset $X$ of $\mathrm{R}^{l}\mathrm{v}$ , let co $X$ dcnotc $\mathrm{t}1_{1}e$
convex $l_{1}\iota\iota 11\mathrm{o}l$. X. $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}X$ dcnote (, $\}\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ of $X,$ $P(X)\mathrm{d}e\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}(_{z}^{\mathrm{J}}\downarrow_{)}l\iota e\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$
of $\dot{r}\iota 11\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}1(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}1)\downarrow \mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{Y}}\downarrow \mathrm{s}$of $X,\dot{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}X\mathrm{d}(_{J}\backslash \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}$ thc affiIlc $l1\mathrm{t}\iota 1101^{\cdot}X$ , ri $X$ denote
the rclat,ivc $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}}\iota\downarrow,(^{\backslash }.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}01^{\cdot}X\dot{C}\iota \mathrm{I}1(1\partial\lambda’\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}\iota\iota 0$te thc $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}1_{\dot{r}}\backslash ,\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}e\mathrm{b}o\iota\iota\iota \mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}01$ X. $\mathrm{I}_{\lrcorner(}\backslash ,\downarrow$ ,
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$f$ : $Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ be a function. We say that $f$ is upper semicontinuous
$(u.s.c.)$ on $X$ if the set $\{x\in X|f(x)\subset V\}$ is open in $X$ whenever $V$ is an
open subset of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Functions $f,$ $g:Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ have a coincidence if there
exists $x\in X$ such that $f(x)\cap g(x)\neq\emptyset$ . The unit vectors of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ are denoted
by $e_{j},$ $j\in N$ ; here $e_{j}\dot{\mathrm{i}}=1$ and $e_{j}^{i}=0$ for all $i\in N\backslash \{j\}$ . The unit simplex is
the set $\triangle^{N}$ $:=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\{e_{j}|j\in N\}$ and its faces are $\triangle^{S}$ $:=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\{e_{j}|j\in S\},$ $S\subset N$ .
For a set $A$ and a point $x$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ , define a set $A-x:=\{a-x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}|a\in A\}$ .
The Euclidean inner product of two vectors $x$ and $y$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ is denoted by
$x\cdot y$ . We recall that a hyperplane $H$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ is a set of the form $H=\{x\in$
$\mathrm{R}^{N}|p\cdot x=r\}$ , where $p\in \mathrm{R}^{N},$ $p\neq 0_{J}\backslash$ and $t$ is a real number. Given a
compacl convex set $X$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}.$, a proper subset $\Gamma^{\mathrm{i}}$ of $X$ is called a proper face
of $X$ , if there cxist $p\in \mathrm{R}^{N}\backslash \{0\}$ and $t\in \mathrm{R}$ such that $F=X\cap\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}|$
$p\cdot x=t\}$ , and $p\cdot x>t$ for every $x\in X\backslash F$ . In this case, the hyperplane
$H=\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{l\mathrm{v}}|p\cdot x=t\}$ is called a supporting $h\tau/perplane$ of $X$ . A face $G$
of a compact convex set $X$ is an opposite face to face $\Gamma^{l}$ of $X$ , if $G=X\cap H_{1}$
and $F=X\cap FI_{2}$ for some parallel $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{1\supset}^{\sigma}\mathrm{h}_{W}$erplanes $H_{1}$ and $H_{2}$ of $X$ .
Ky Fan (1972a) proved the following fundamental theorem on coincidence
(we formulate its special case here):
Theorem 2.0 (Fan ( $1972\mathrm{a}$ , Theorem 3)) Let $X$ be a nonempty compact
convex.aubsel of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ , and let $f$
. and.q be upper semicontinuous functions from
$X$ to $P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ such that both $\int(x)$ and $g(x)$ are nonempty compact convex sets
$\int or\cdot eacf\iota x\in X$ , and such lhal
$(\forall x\in X)$ : $( \forall p\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : p\cdot x=\min\{p\cdot z|z\in X\})$ :
$\exists u\in f(x)$ : $\exists v\in g(x)$ : $p\cdot u\geq p\cdot v$ .
$\prime l’ l\iota en$ th $erce_{\backslash }x\dot{\tau}\mathrm{s}l.sx\in X$ sncl, lhat $f(x)\cap g(x)\neq-\emptyset$ .
We first $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ two special cases (Theorems $\underline{9}.1\mathrm{A}$ and $\underline{9}.1\mathrm{B}$ ) of the
forcgoing $\mathrm{t}11\mathrm{C}\subset$) $\iota(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1$ . $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}e\mathrm{s}_{1^{y\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}1}}}$ cascs of these tlleorems have found applica-
$\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}$ So $\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{1}^{\backslash }\mathrm{c}\dot{r}\mathrm{t}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}1$ of (lleoreIns $\langle$ ) $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c},\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$of $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{1^{)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}}}$ convex sets (Ichiishi
$(1981’. 1^{(}.\mathrm{J}88)$ , Ichiishi and $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{c}1^{r}/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}$ $(1990, 19\subset \mathrm{J}1))\backslash$, Co $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\iota \mathrm{s}$ of inequalities
$(\Gamma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1 (1968, 1972\mathrm{b}))$ , to the $\mathrm{t}l\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{o}l\cdot$ equilibriuIn (Gale (1984)), Co the fair
division $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}(\Lambda \mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}(19^{\mathfrak{c}-}\backslash \mathrm{J}_{\mathrm{t}}^{arrow}))),$ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$ to InultidirncIlsional matrices (Bapat
(1982), $\mathrm{B}_{\mathfrak{c}}’\iota \mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}1$ and llaghavan (1.989) $)$ .
Theorem 2. $1\mathrm{A}LclXl$) $(^{\supset}$, a $n,\mathrm{o}n,c77?ply$ compacl, convcx $s? \iota bsel\mathrm{o}\int \mathrm{R}^{N}$ and $lel$
$\int:Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{\mathit{1}\backslash ’})(m(f.(J:Xarrow P(X)b(?$,nppcr $sem, \dot{\iota,}co7\iota t,i,n,uo\iota s\int\iota nclions$ such
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that both $f(x)$ and $g(x)$ are nonempty compact convex sets for each $x\in X$ ,
and such that
$(\forall x\in X)$ : $( \forall p\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : p\cdot x=\min\{p\cdot z|z\in X\})$ :
$\exists u\in f(x)$ : $p \cdot u=\min\{p\cdot z|z\in X\}$ .
Then $f$ and $g$ have a coincidence. In particular: $X\subset f(X)$ , and each of $f$
and $g$ has a fixed poini.
Theorem 2. $1\mathrm{B}$ Let. $X$ be a nonempty $com,pact$ convex subset of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ , and let
$f$ : $Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ and $g:Xarrow P(X)$ be upper semicontinuous $\int unclions$ such
lhat both $f(x)$ and $g(x)$ are nonempty compact convex sets $\int or$ each $x\in X_{f}$
and such thal
$(\forall x\in X)$ : $( \forall p\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : p\cdot x=\min\{p\cdot z|z\in X\})$ :
$\exists u\in f(x)$ : $p \cdot u=\max\{p\cdot z|z\in X\}$ .
$\prime l^{7}henf$ and $g$ have a coincidence. In particular: $X\subset f_{\backslash }^{(}X$ ), and $f$ has a
fixed point.
We present yet further special cases (the following Corollaries 2. $2\mathrm{A}$ and
2. $2\mathrm{B}$ ).
Corollary 2. $2\mathrm{A}$ Let $X$ be a nonempty compact convex subset of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Let
$f$ : $Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ and $g$ : $Xarrow P(X)$ be upper $semicontin?\iota ous$ functions,
snch that both $f(x)an,dg(x)$ are nonempty compact $con\prime u(^{2},x$ sets for each
$x\in X.$ Let $\int transformever?/$ face $\Gamma^{r}$ of $X$ in such a way that for each
$x\in l^{\urcorner},’ f(x)\cap \mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\Gamma^{j}\neq-\emptyset(y_{/}’ ll,icl\iota$ would $bc$ the $case_{f}c.g_{f}$. if $f$ transfo $7msevc\gamma\eta/$
$f$($xcc \Gamma^{\{}0\int X$ ?.nlo afi $F^{\urcorner}$). $\ulcorner l^{1}l_{1},cn,$ $\int an.dg$ have a coincidencc. $Jnpart,iculo,7^{\cdot}$:
$X\subset f(X)_{f}$ and $\int(xn,d_{j},(\mathit{1}_{1}avc\int i_{bC}.’\cdot d_{\mathrm{P}^{()?.nls}},$ .
Corollary $2.2\wedge \mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }\{-1\iota \mathrm{c}$ (, $\mathrm{s}$ to Akin $(1^{(}.)95,$ PropositioIl 17) $)$ wlleIl $\int$ transforms
evmry face $/^{\urcorner}$ of $X$ into $l^{\urcorner}$ .
Corollary 2. $2\mathrm{B}$ $LelXbc$ a 77. $onem,p/,y$ compacl $con,ve:\mathrm{J}j$ subsel $\mathit{0}\int \mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Let
$f$ : $Xarrow P(\mathrm{R}^{N})$ an.d.q: $X arrow P(X)bcuppc7^{\cdot}sen\mathit{1}\cdot i.con.l?.,n\mathrm{c}\iota \mathit{0}\iota\iota s\int uncl\dot{\uparrow.}on.s$ such
lhal $bo/,l_{1},$ $\int(x)and.\prime j(x)a7^{\cdot}C^{\supset}\mathit{7}1on.cm_{I},’ l.\tau/c()mpacl$ $convc. \tau isc^{\mathrm{J}}ls\int \mathit{0}7^{\cdot}$ eacll, $X\in X$ .
$f,(^{\mathrm{J}},l,$ $\int/.ro,n..9\int()r\cdot n|$. $(_{J}^{y}lJc^{\mathrm{J}}r \cdot.l/\int acc\Gamma 0\int Xi.n$ sucfi a $wa.\iota/l.l_{l},a\ell f(\mathit{1}^{\urcorner})\cap \mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}G\neq_{-}^{-}\emptyset(\uparrow J)l_{l},i,cl_{1}$,
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would be the case, $e.g.$ , if $f$ transfoms every face $F$ of $X$ into aff $G$), for
each face $G$ opposite to F. Then $f$ and $g$ have a coincidence. In particular:
$X\subset f(X)$ , and $f$ has a fixed point.
Now, let $n:=\neq N$ , and define $m_{S}:= \sum_{j\in S}e_{j}/(\# S)$ for each $S\in P(N)$ .
Choose a set $K$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ such that
$\{e_{j}|j\in N\}\subset K\subseteq$ aff $\triangle^{N},$ $\# K<\infty$ ;
the set $K$ will be fixed $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{\mathrm{t}\supset}^{\sigma}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}$ this section. A point $v\in$ aff $\triangle^{N}$ is
uniqnely expressed as an afI\‘ine combination of the vertices of $\triangle^{N},$ $v=$
$\sum_{j\in N}b_{j^{C_{j}}\prime}^{v}.b_{i}^{v}\in \mathrm{R},$ $\sum_{j\in N}b_{j}^{v}=1$ . The support of $v$ is the se $\mathrm{t}$ of $j$ for which
$b_{j}^{v}\neq- 0$ , and is deIloted by $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}v$ .
Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$ For each $i\in N$ , let $\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in J\mathrm{t}^{r}}$ be a closed cover $0 \int\triangle^{N}$
$\mathit{8}ati.9f\uparrow J^{in}g$
$\triangle^{l’}’\subset\cup\{C_{i}^{v}|v\in K\cap \mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\triangle^{T}\}$ for $ever\tau/T\in P(N)\backslash \{N\}$ .
$T\mathit{1}\iota en$ there $e’.\iota\cdot ist.s$ a function $\sim’$‘ : $Narrow K$ such that
$\bigcap_{i\in N}C_{i}^{\pi(j)}\neq\emptyset$ and $\bigcup_{i\in N}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\pi(i)=N$.
$r_{1^{\urcorner}1_{1}\mathrm{e}}$ closed $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}(^{\mathit{1}},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ considered in TheoreIn 2. $.3\mathrm{A}$ were studied by Ichiishi and
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{d}^{r}/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}$
$(1990, r_{1^{\tau}\mathrm{h}e\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}}2.1)$ . Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$ reduces to Gale’s (1984) lemnla
when $K=\{e_{j}|j\in N\}$ . In $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ case each cover $\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in K}$ is of the K-K-
$\mathrm{M}$ type, $1,1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ is: the boundary condition is: $\triangle^{T}\subset\bigcup_{j}{}_{\in T}C_{i}^{arrow j}\rho$ for every proper
$\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}To1^{\cdot}N$ . Cale’s lcmma slreIlgthens $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{v}e$nsson’s theorem (198.3, Theorem
5). Our $\mathrm{t}11(_{J}^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{t}\mathit{3}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}$ allows for covers of Shapley’s (197.3) type $(K=\{m_{S}|S\in$
$P(N)\})$ ; in $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{r}}\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ the boundery conclition becoInes: $\triangle^{T}\subset\bigcup_{S\subset l’}\prime C_{j}^{m_{S}}$ for
cvery $1$ ) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\iota$) $(^{\Delta},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}’\mathit{1}^{\urcorner}$ of $N$ .
Proof of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}\mathrm{I}^{\mathrm{t}}arrow \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ cach $?$. $\in N$ and $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}l_{1}S\in P(N)$ , define
$\overline{C}_{i^{\vee}}^{\prime\sigma}:=\cup\{C_{i}^{U}|v\in K, \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}_{1^{)}\mathrm{P}^{v}}=S\}$ .
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Choose any $x\in\triangle^{\mathit{1}^{}}$ and define
$f_{\tau}(x)$ $:=$ co $\{m_{S}|S\in P(N),\overline{C}_{i}^{S}\ni X\}$ ,
$f$ $:=$ $\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i\in N}f_{i}$ .
Observe that the function $f$ : $\triangle^{N}arrow P(\triangle^{N})$ is u.s.c., and that $v\in$ aff $\triangle^{S}$
iff $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}v\subset S$ , so by Corollary 2. $2\mathrm{A}$ ,
$\exists x^{*}\in\triangle^{N}$ : $m_{N}\in f(x^{*})$ . (1)
Let $n\prime m_{N}=\Sigma_{i\in N}x_{i}$ , where $x_{i}^{*} \in\int_{i}(x^{*})$ .
By $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of $f_{i}$ ( $x^{*}$ I,. there exist $a_{i}^{S}\geq 0,$ $S\in P(N)$ ) such that $[a_{i}^{S}>0$
only if $\overline{C}_{i}^{S}\ni x^{*}$ ], $\Sigma_{S\in P(N)}a_{i}^{S}=1_{j}$ and $x_{i}^{*}= \sum_{S\in \mathcal{P}(N)}a_{i}^{S}m_{S}$ .
For each $S\in P(N)$ , define $b_{j}^{S}\in \mathrm{R},$ $j\in N$ , by: $b_{j}^{S}:=1/(\neq S)$ , if $S\ni j$ ;
and $b_{j}^{S}:=0$ , if $S\not\supset j$ . Then $m_{S}:= \sum_{j\in N}b_{j}^{S}e_{j}$ .
We $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{n}$ that the $n\cross n$ matrix whose $(i,j)$ -element is $\sum_{S\in P(N)}a_{i}^{S}b_{j}^{S}$
is bistochastic. Indeed, by definition of $\{a_{i}^{S}\}_{S\in P(N)}$ and $\{b_{j}^{S}\}_{j\in N}$ as convex
coefficients,
$\forall i\in N$ : $\sum_{j\in l\mathrm{v}}(\sum_{S\in P(N)}a_{i}^{S}b_{j}^{S})=1$ .
On the $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ hand, by $1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{b}\sigma$ at each component 01 thc vector $e\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\}^{r_{\backslash }}$,
$7 \lambda’m_{N}=\sum_{i\in N}.\mathit{1}i_{i}^{*}$ , it follows that
$\forall j\in N$ : $\sum_{i\in N}(\sum_{S\in P(N)}a_{i}^{S}b_{j}^{S})=1$ .
Thus by the Birkhoff-von NeumanIl lheoreIn, there exists a permutation
$,\simeq_{\mathfrak{l}}$ : $Narrow N$ such $\mathrm{t}$bat






$\in N$ : $\exists S(?.)\in P(N)$ : $a_{i}^{S(i)}b_{\overline{\pi}(i)}^{S(i)}>0$ .
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For each $i\in N,$ $a_{i}^{S(i)}>0$ , so $\overline{C}_{i}^{S(i)}\ni x^{*}$ . In view of the definition of $\overline{C}_{i}^{S}$ , we
can choose $7\ulcorner(i)\in K$ such that $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\pi(i)=S(i)$ and $C_{i}^{\pi(i)}\ni x^{*}$ .
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\bigcap_{i\in N}C_{i}^{\pi(i)}\ni x^{*}.\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d},\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}i,$
$b_{\tilde{\pi}(i)}^{S(i)}>0,\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\tilde{\pi}(i)\in S(i).\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}’,\ulcorner \mathrm{i}\sim \mathrm{s}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}\sim\downarrow\cdot Narrow K\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}.\mathrm{F}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$
a permutation,
$N= \bigcup_{i\in N}\{\overline{\pi}(i)\}\subset\bigcup_{i\in N}S(i)=\bigcup_{i\in N}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\pi(i)\subset N$
,
which establishes the second required result. $\square$
Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{B}$ $\Gamma^{l}07^{\cdot}$ each $\prime i\in N_{f}$ let $\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in K}$ be a closed cover of $\triangle^{N}$
S. $atisf?J^{in}g$
$\triangle \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}\backslash \{j\}\subset C_{i^{\vee j}}^{\rho}$ for $ever.\tau/j\in N$ .
Then $the7^{\cdot}ec.\tau,\dot{\eta.}sts$ $a$ $\int nnct\dot{\uparrow,}on.l\mathrm{t}\sim$ : $Narrow K$ such that
$\bigcap_{i\in N}C_{i}^{1}\tau(i)\neq\emptyset$ and $\bigcup_{i\in N}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}J\sim(|i)=N$.
For $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}_{1}e$ case $K\subset\triangle^{N},$ the type of closed covers considered in Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{B}$
was studied by Alexandrov and $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}_{\}^{r}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}$ (1957) and by Scarf (1967).
Proof of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{B}$ Define $\overline{C}_{i}^{S},$ $f_{i}$ and $\int \mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$ in the proof of Theorem
2. $.3\mathrm{A}$ . Notioe tllat $\overline{C}_{i}^{\{j\}}=C_{i}^{arrow j}\rho$ . In view of the present boundary condition,
Corollary 2. $2\mathrm{B}$ is applicable, so condition (1) in the proof of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$
is satisfied. $\mathrm{T}11(^{3},$ $\mathrm{r}e\mathrm{s}1_{}$ of the prool
$\cdot$
is the same as thc proof of Theorem 2. $.3\mathrm{A}$ .
$\square$
Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{C}$ Supposc $K\subset\triangle^{N}$ and $h\alpha s$ the property that $\int or$ each $v\in$
$K\cap\partial\triangle^{N}tl\iota erce_{\backslash }’\iota\dot{n}sl.\mathrm{s}v’\in Ksucl\iota$ that $m_{N}\in \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\{v, v’\}$ . For $eacf\iota i\in N_{\mathrm{Z}}$ let
$\{C_{i}^{v}’\}_{v\in J\mathrm{s}’}$ be a closcd cover $0 \int\triangle^{N}satis\int?/in\mathrm{r}J$
$\triangle^{l’}’\subset\cup\{C_{i}^{v’}’|v\in K\cap\triangle^{T}\}$ $\int orevcr.\uparrow/T\in P(N)\backslash \{N\}$ .
$\prime \mathit{1}^{1}/,cn$. $l[_{(j7(j},.(^{yr},.L\dot{\mathrm{V}}_{\mathrm{n}}9ls$ $a$ $\int?l71$ clion $\sim J1$ : $Narrow K$ sucll. $ll$}$.a/$,
$\bigcap_{i\in N}C_{i}^{\tau(j)}’‘-\sqrt{-}-\emptyset$ $(J,nd \bigcup_{\mathrm{t}\in N}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}J\sim(\mathrm{t}?.)=N$.
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$\mathrm{T}l_{1}\mathrm{e}$ closed covers considered in Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{C}$ were studied by Ichiishi and
Idzik (1990, Theorem 2.5). They reduce Co the type considered by Ichiishi
(1988) when $K=\{m_{S}|S\in P(N)\}$ and $(m_{S})’=m_{N\backslash S}$ ; in this case the
boundary condition becomes: $\triangle^{T}\subset\bigcup_{S\supset N\backslash T}C_{i}^{m_{S}}$ for each proper subset $T$ of
$N$ .
Proof of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{C}$ Choose any $x\in\triangle^{N}$ and define
$f_{i}(x)$ $:=$ co $\{v\in K|C_{i}^{v}\ni x\})$
$f$ $:=$ $\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i\in N}f_{i}$ .
$\ulcorner 1^{\tau}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ function $\int:\triangle^{l}\mathrm{v}arrow P(\triangle^{\mathrm{V}}l)$ is $\mathrm{u}.\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}$ . Choose any $T\subset N,$ $x\in$ ri $\triangle^{T}$ , and
$p\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ for which $p \cdot x=\min p\cdot\triangle^{N}$ . If $T=N_{j}$ then $p \cdot y=\min p\cdot\triangle^{N}$ for
all $y\in\triangle^{N}$ , in particular, $p\cdot m_{l}\mathrm{v}=p\cdot y$ for all $y\in f(x)$ . If $T,\neq-N$ , then by
the present assumption,
$\exists v_{i}\in K\cap\triangle^{T}$ : $(v_{i})’\in f_{i}(x)$ .
Since $p \cdot v_{i}=\min p\cdot\triangle^{N}$ , it follows that $p\cdot v_{i}\leq p\cdot(v_{i})’$ . But $m_{N}$ lies on the
segment $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}.|\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}v_{?}$. and $(v_{i})’$ , so tllere exists $\alpha\in[0,1)$ such that
$p\cdot m_{N}=\alpha p\cdot v_{?}$
. $+(1-\alpha)p\cdot(v_{i})’’\backslash$
and $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}_{d}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}11,1\mathrm{y}$
$p\cdot m_{N}\leq p\cdot(v_{i})’$ .
Set $y:= \sum_{i\in N}(v_{i})’/n\in f(x)$ . Then, $p\cdot m_{N}\leq p\cdot y$ . Define constant function
$/t$ : $\triangle^{N}arrow P(\triangle^{N})$ by $g(x)\equiv\{7n_{N}\}$ .
Ky $\Gamma^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1’ \mathrm{S}$ coincidence tlleoreIn (Theorem 2.0) is now applicable here, so
$\exists x^{*}\in\triangle^{N}$ : $\int(x^{*})\cap g(x^{*})\neq--\emptyset$ ,
that is, $\prime\prime r\iota_{N}\in\int(.\iota^{*})$ .
$\prime 1’ l\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}(^{\backslash },\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\langle)1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ prool
$\cdot$
1ol1$()\mathrm{w}.\backslash ^{\backslash }\mathrm{t}\}_{1(}\backslash ,\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{C}_{\dot{C}}^{\lrcorner}1$ of $1,l_{1(_{J}^{\backslash }}1$ ) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\langle)[\mathrm{T}1\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}(^{\backslash },\mathrm{m}2.3\wedge$.
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }\mathrm{d}$ , lct $nm_{l},\mathrm{v}=\Sigma_{i\in N}.li_{j}^{*},$ $\mathrm{w}l\iota(^{\mathrm{Y}},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}x_{i}^{*}\in\int_{i}(\prime x^{*})$ . $13\mathrm{y}\mathrm{c}1(_{J}^{1}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}o\mathrm{I}1$ of $f_{i}(x^{*})$ , thcrc
mxist $a_{i}^{v}\geq$ $()$ , $v\in/_{1}’,$ $\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\iota$ that [$a_{i}^{U}>0$ only il
$\cdot$
$C_{i}^{lJ}\ni x^{*}|,$ $\Sigma_{v\in/\backslash },$ $a_{i}^{v}=1$ ,
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and $x_{i}^{*}=\Sigma_{v\in K}a_{i}^{v}v$ . Since $K\subset\triangle^{N}$ , each $v\in K$ is a convex combination
of the vertices of $\triangle^{N}$ , so there exisC uniquely $b_{j}^{v}\geq 0,$ $j\in N$ , such that
$\sum_{j\in N}b_{i}^{v}=1$ , and $v= \sum_{j\in N}b_{j}^{v}e_{j}$ . The $n\cross n$ matrix whose $(i,j)$-element is
$\sum_{v\in K}a_{i}^{v}b_{i}^{v}$ is bistochastic. By the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem, there
exists a permutation $\tilde{\gamma_{\mathfrak{l}}}$ : $Narrow N$ such that




$\forall i\in N$ : $\exists\pi(i)\in K$ : $a_{i}^{\pi(i)}b_{\overline{\pi}(i)}^{\pi(i)}>0$ .
It is easy to check that $\sim J\downarrow:$ $Narrow K$ is the required function. $\square$
Remark 2.4 $\mathrm{T}l_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}2..3\mathrm{A},$ $2.3\mathrm{B}$ and 2. $.3\mathrm{C}$ are also true, if instead of
closed covers of $\triangle^{N}$ we consider open covers. Both forms are equivalent. $\square$
A subfamily $B$ of $P(N)$ is called balanced if there exist $\lambda^{S}\geq 0,$ $S\in B$ , such
that $\sum_{S\in B}\lambda^{S},m_{S}=m_{N}$ . The following Corollaries 2. $5\mathrm{A},$ $2.5\mathrm{B}$ and 2. $5\mathrm{C}$ on $n$
covers of a simplex are consequences of our proofs of Theorems 2. $.3\mathrm{A},$ $2..3\mathrm{B}$
and 2. $3\mathrm{C}$ , and generalize the theorems on a balanced farnily due to Shapley
(1973), Scarf (1967) and Ichiishi (1988), respectively. (Each corollary reduces
Co the respective theorem on a balanced family, if the $n$ covers are identical.)
Corollary 2. $5\mathrm{A}$ Suppose $K=\{\prime ms|S\in P(N)\}$ . $\Gamma^{i}or$ each $i\in N_{f}$
let $\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in K}$ be a closed $covc\tau$. of $\triangle^{N}salisf\iota/ing\triangle^{T}\subset\bigcup_{S\subset T}C_{i}^{m_{S}}$ for $ever\eta/$
$\mathcal{I}’\in P(N)\backslash \{N\}$ . Phcn $\int or$ eacft $?$. $\in N$ lhere $exi\sigma tB_{i}\subset P(N)_{\mathrm{z}}B_{i}\neq\emptyset$ , and
$\lambda_{i}^{S}>0,$ $S\in B_{i_{\mathrm{Z}}}sv,ch$ that,
$\bigcap_{i\in N}\bigcap_{S\in B_{i}}C_{/_{i}}^{rn_{\mathrm{S}}}\neq\emptyset$
an.d $m_{N}= \frac{1}{n}\sum_{i\in N}\sum_{S\in B_{\mathrm{i}}}\lambda_{i}^{S}m_{S}$.
Proof In $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}\backslash \mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{2},$ $\mathrm{t}11(_{p}^{3}$ set $\overline{C}_{i}^{S}$ defined in Che proof of Theorem 2. $.3,\mathrm{A}$ is
$\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}1\square$
to $C_{i}^{\tau n_{S}}$ . Thc reqnircd result is a $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$-stateInent of condition (1).
Corollary 2. $5\mathrm{B}$ $\Gamma^{l}’ or$ each ? $\in N,$ $lel\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in K}$ be a closed cover $0 \int\triangle^{N}$
$sal.i. \mathrm{s}\int?/^{j\eta},..q\triangle^{N\backslash \{j\}}\subset C_{i}^{r_{j}}$
”
$\int \mathit{0}7^{\cdot}cvcr.\uparrow/j\in N.$ $\prime \mathit{1}^{\tau}l\iota en\int or$ each $i\in N$ there $c.\tau ji\mathrm{s}i$
$B_{i}\subset K,$ $B_{i}-\sqrt[-]{-}\emptyset$ , and $\lambda_{i}^{U}>0,$ $v\in B_{i},$ sucl,, $tf\iota al$
$\bigcap_{i\in.’ \mathrm{V}v}\bigcap_{\epsilon’ \mathit{3}_{i}}(_{i}^{lJ},’\neq\emptyset$
and $m_{N}=71 \underline{1},\sum_{j\in N}\sum_{v\in I\mathit{3}_{i}}\lambda_{i}^{v}v$ .
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Proof Choose any $x\in\triangle^{\mathrm{V}}\mathit{1}$ and define
$f_{i}(x)$ $:=$ co $\{v\in K|C_{i}^{v}\ni x\}$ ,
$\int$ $:=$ $\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i\in N}f_{i}$ .
Then, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{B}\rangle$ there exists
$x^{*}\in\triangle^{N}$ such that $m_{N}\in f(x^{*})$ . The $\mathrm{r}e$quired resnlt follows. $\square$
Corollary 2. $5\mathrm{C}$ Snppose $K=\{m_{S}|S\in P(N)\}$ . For each $i\in N_{f}$ let
$\{C_{i}^{v}\}_{v\in K}$ be a closed cover$\cdot$ of $\triangle^{N}$ satisfying $\triangle^{T}\subset\bigcup_{S\supset N\backslash T}C_{i}^{m_{S}}$ for every
$T\in P(N)\backslash \{N\}$ . Th.cn for each $i\in N$ there $ex?\dot{s}tB_{i}\subset P(N),$ $B_{i}\neq\emptyset$ , and
$\lambda_{i}^{S}>0,$ $S\in B_{i\prime}s\tau\iota cl_{1}$. $tl\iota at$
$\bigcap_{j\in N}\bigcap_{S\in \mathcal{B}_{i}}C_{\dot{\tau}}^{rn_{5}}\neq\emptyset$
$an,d$
$7n_{N}= \frac{1}{n}\sum_{i\in N}\sum_{S\in \mathcal{B}_{i}}\lambda_{i}^{S}m_{S}$ .
Proof Define $f_{i}$ and $f$ as in the proof of Theorem 2. $.3\mathrm{C}$ . There exists $x^{*}\in\triangle^{N}$
such that $m_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{v}\in f(x^{\star}).$ Tlle $\mathrm{r}e$quired result follows. $\square$
3 Equitable allocation of divisible goods
$\mathrm{I}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}N=\{1, \ldots, n\}$ and let $\underline{(}$)$;=(\alpha_{1,1}\ldots\alpha_{n})$ , where $\alpha_{i}(i\in N)$ is a positive
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{b}e\mathrm{r}$ and $\sum_{i\in N}\alpha_{j}=1.$ CoIlsider $\dot{c}\iota$ problem (31 dividing the unit siInplex
$\triangle^{N}$ into $n$ subsets for $7\iota_{1^{)e\mathrm{I}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}}}$. Each person has a IloIlatomic signed Ineasure
$l^{\iota_{i}}$
$(1,1\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{I}^{\cdot}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}l$
. a snbset of $l1)^{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ in aff $\triangle^{N}$ is equal to $’/_{\lrcorner}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}$ and
values can be $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\backslash re$ ) $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}_{1}^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$on $(\mathrm{r}_{\lrcorner(_{J}^{s}}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\iota \mathrm{c})$ measurable subsets of $\triangle^{N}$ snch
that $\mu_{i}(\triangle^{N})>0$ , and wants to $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\dot{r}}\iota$ subset $\mathrm{A}_{i}\subset\triangle^{N}$ which has at least $1/n$
of the valne 01 $\triangle^{N}$ according to his owi measure, i.e. $l^{\iota_{i}(\Lambda_{i})}\geq(1/n)\mu_{i}(\triangle^{N})$
$(?,\cdot\in N)$ .
Wa $\mathrm{c}_{\dot{r}}.\tau 11$ a $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{s}^{\backslash }\iota\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}$ (livisioIl (1) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathfrak{l},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ ) $B=(B_{1}, \ldots , B_{r\mathrm{t}})$ of $\triangle^{N}$
. ($-1’- \int(\lambda?7:$ il ( $11(^{\backslash }\mathrm{r}(^{\backslash }$. $(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{s}^{\backslash }1.\mathrm{s}^{\backslash }$ $\mathrm{a}$. $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}.|(^{\backslash },\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\circ 11\overline{\iota},$ : $Narrow N\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{t}_{!}\mathrm{h}_{\dot{\epsilon}}\iota \mathrm{t}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ cvery $?,$ $\in N$
$/r_{i},(B_{-(j)})\geq(_{-}\nu_{\overline{\prime}(i)}‘/\iota_{i}(\triangle^{l}\mathrm{v})$ ,
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$\bullet$ $\alpha$ -equitable, if there exists a bijection $\pi$ : $Narrow N$ such that for every
$i\in N\alpha_{\pi(i)}^{-1}\mu_{i}(B_{\pi(i)})\geq\alpha_{j}^{-1}\mu_{i}(B_{j})$ for all $j\in N$ ,
$\bullet$ envy-free, if there exists a bijection $\pi$ : $Narrow N$ such that for every
$i\in N\mu_{i}(B_{\pi(i)})\geq\mu_{i}(B_{j})$ for all $j\in N$ .
Observe that if a division is $\alpha$-equitable, then $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}$ is $\alpha$-fair. In the case $\alpha_{i}=$
$1/n(i\in N)\alpha$-equitable divisions coincide with envy-free divisions.
The purpose of this section is to establish the existence of $\alpha$-equitable
divisions. While some of the earlier papers (e.g., Weller (1985), Berliant,
Thomson and Dunz (1992) and Akin (1995) $)$ came up with merely measurable
divisions, we divide a good into simple subsets, like simplexes or polyhedral
convex cones.
Idzik (1995) $0\sigma \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ Woodal’s theorem (Woodal (1980, Theorem 3))
wnd $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ the exis $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\perp \mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ of $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ eIlvy-lree division consisting of intervals:
Theorem 3.1 (Idzik, (1995, Theorem 2.2)) Let $\mu_{1,)}\ldots\mu_{n}$ be $n$ nonatomic
signed measures defmed on the $?\iota it$ interval $I=[0,1]$ such that $\mu_{i}(I)>0$
$\int ori\in N$ , and let $\alpha_{i}(i\in N)$ be a positive number with $\sum_{i\in N}\alpha_{i}=1$ . Then
there cxist a partition of I into $n$ subintervals $I_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $l_{n}$ (in order along $I$)
and a bijeclion $\sim_{1}$, : $Narrow N$ such that for cvery $i\in N$
$\alpha_{\pi(i)}^{-1}\mu_{i}(I_{\pi(i)})\geq\alpha_{j}^{-1}\mu_{i}(I_{j})$ for $j\in N$ ,
$i.e$ . there exists an $\alpha$ -equitable division of I into intervals.
Now we apply the idea of $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{e}$ proof of Theorem.3.1 and establish the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.2 Let $\mu_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $l^{l_{\gamma)}}$ be $n$ nonatomic signed measures defmed on
$t\mathit{1}\iota c$ unil simplcx $\triangle^{N}.s?\iota ch$ lhal, $\mathit{1}^{x_{i}(\triangle^{N})}>0$ for $i\in N$ , and $lel\alpha_{i}(i\in N)$ be
a posi.live $\tau|.\iota mber\cdot’\iota vitl\iota\sum_{i\in N}\alpha_{i}=1$ . $Tf\iota,cn$ therc e.xist a partition of $\triangle^{N}$ into




$\alpha_{\pi(j\rangle}^{-1}/4_{i}(\triangle_{\pi(i)}^{N})\geq\alpha_{j}^{-1}l\iota_{i}(\triangle_{j}^{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{v})\int orj\in N$ ,
$i.(,)$ . $ll_{l},cr\cdot c^{\mathrm{J}}c^{\mathrm{J}}x?,sls$ an $\alpha-cqu?lal$)[ $c\mathrm{c}\mathit{4}?,v?..\mathrm{s}\uparrow,on,$ $\mathit{0}\int\triangle^{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{V}$ inlo $subs?,mplexcs$ .
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Proof For any point $x\in\triangle^{N}$ and any $i\in N$ , denote by $\triangle_{i}^{N}(x)$ the set
co $[\{x\}\cup\triangle^{N\backslash \{i\}}]$ , and define
$C_{i}^{j}:=$ { $x\in\triangle^{N}|\alpha_{j}^{-1}\mu_{i}(\triangle_{j}^{N}(x))\geq\alpha_{s}^{-1}\mu_{i}(\triangle_{s}^{N}(x))$ for all $s\in N$ }.
Observe that for each $i,$ $\{C_{i}^{j}\}_{j\in N}$ is a cover of $\triangle^{N}$ . The set $C_{i}^{j}$ is closed
and does not contain subsimplex $\triangle^{N\backslash \{j\}}$ . So the assumptions in Sperner’s
theorem (see Ichiishi and Idzik (1990, Theorem 1.1)), hence the conditions of
Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$ , are fulfilled. Direct application of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\square$
the present $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}e$ In.
Remark 3.3 Observe that Theorem.3.2 can describe a mole general situa-
tion: Instead of the simplex $\triangle^{N}$ we can consider as an object any bounded
Lebesgue measurable subset $A$ of aff $\triangle^{N}$ such that $\mu_{i}(\mathrm{A})>0$ for $i\in N$ ; we
can assume without loss of generality that $A\subset\triangle^{N}$ . $\square$
We now tnrn Co a problem of the Kuratowski-Steinhaus type. Let $N_{0}=$
$\{0,1, \ldots , n\}$ . Choose $p_{i}\in \mathrm{R}^{N},$ $i\in \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{0}$ , so that $P:=$ co $\{p_{0},p_{1}, \ldots,p_{n}\}$ is an
$n$-dimensional simplex and $0\in$ int P. ]$\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ the faces,
$P_{i}:=$ co $\{p_{0},p_{1}, . . , ,p_{i-1},p_{i+1)}\ldots’.p_{n}\},$ $i\in N_{0}$ ,
and the cones
$\mathit{1}1/I_{i}=\{\lambda.x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}|\lambda\geq 0, x\in P_{i}\}$.
Let $K_{r}:=\{x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}|||x||\leq r\})r>0$ , where $||\cdot||$ is the Euclidean norm for
$\mathrm{R}^{N}$ .
Theorem 3.4 $Lcl\mathcal{A}\subset \mathrm{R}^{N}$ be a bounded $Lebesg?\iota e$ measurable set. Let
$/x_{0\}}\ldots,$
$\mu_{71}bc(‘’ l, -\vdash 1)n,ona\iota_{()\gamma\gamma 1,i_{C}}si_{j\mathrm{C}}nc^{\mathit{3}}d\iota eas?l7^{\cdot}es$ defmed on the $Lebesgnc^{\mathrm{J}}$
$rnc^{\mathrm{J}}asu\tau.ai,lcS’l\iota bscls()f\mathrm{R}^{N}s\iota\iota cl_{l}$ , lhal for$\cdot$ $som,er>0,$ $\mu_{i}(A-x)>0$ for all
$x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}\backslash [1_{r}^{\nearrow}$ an.d all $i\in \mathrm{A}_{()}’$ . $J,cl\alpha_{i}(i\in N_{0})$ be a posilive number with
$\Sigma_{?\in N_{0}}.\alpha_{i}=1$ . $\prime \mathit{1}’ \mathit{1}t,en,$ $lf\iota C7^{\cdot}eC?i\dot{\uparrow.}sl$ a point $x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ and a bijcclion $\pi$ : $N_{0}arrow N_{0}$
such that for $evc7T./i\in N_{0}$ ,
$\alpha_{\pi(i)}^{-1}/4_{j}((A-x)\cap\Lambda/I_{r(i\rangle}‘)\geq\alpha_{j}^{-1}/\mathit{4}_{i}((\Lambda-x)\cap\Lambda/I_{j})\int or$ all $j\in N_{()}$ .
$?,.(^{\mathrm{J}},$ . $\ell l_{1,(_{d}^{J}\mathcal{T}C}CJii.\mathrm{s}/,.\mathrm{s}$ a poin.1, $x\in \mathrm{R}^{N}\mathrm{t}\mathit{1};\mathit{1}t.?,cl1,$ $.(jCneral,cs$ an $\alpha-eq\tau\iota r,tabled?,vision$, of
$(\mathcal{A}-x)i_{7l},./o(7|, |1).9^{y}‘,\mathit{1},.‘ i_{:}(il\iota c\mathit{1}\prime con/a\dot{?.}71.cd$ in $i,\mathit{1}.srx.\mathrm{s}.\backslash ()ci,alc^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{c}f$ cone $\mathit{1}|/f_{i},$ $i\in N_{()}$ .
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Proof Since the set $A$ is bounded, we can choose a real number $s>0$ large
enough so that the following properties hold true: Let $d_{i}:=sp_{i},$ $i\in N_{0}$ .
For the simplex $D$ and its faces defined as $D:=$ co $\{d_{0}, \ldots, d_{n}\},$ $D_{i}$ $:=$
co $\{d_{0}, \ldots, d_{i-1}, d_{i+1}, \ldots, d_{n}\}$ , we have
$A\subset D$ ,
$K_{r}\subset$ int $D$ , and
$(A-x)\cap NI_{i}=\emptyset$ for all $x\in D_{i}$ .
Define
$C_{i}^{j}:= \{x\in J_{-})|\alpha_{j}^{-1}\mu_{i}((4\triangleleft-x)\cap\Lambda’I_{j})\geq\alpha_{s}^{-1}\mu_{i}((A-x)\bigcap_{S}JVI_{s})\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\in N_{0}’\}$ .
Observe that for each $i,$ $\{C_{i}^{j}\}_{j\in N_{0}}$ is a cover of $D$ . The set $C_{i}^{j}$ is closed and
does not contain thc subsimplex $D_{j}$ , because $K_{r}\subset$ int $D$ and consequently
$\mu_{\mathrm{t}}(A-x)>0$ for each $x\in D_{j)}\mathrm{b}\iota \mathrm{t}$ for this $x\mu_{i}((A-x)\cap lVI_{j})=0$ . So
the assumptions in Sperner’s theorem (se$\mathrm{e}$ Ichiishi and Idzik (1990, Theorem
1.1)), hence the conditions of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$ , are fulfilled. Direct application
of Theorem 2. $3\mathrm{A}$ establishes $\mathrm{t}l\iota \mathrm{e}$ prescnt theorem. $\square$
Theorcm.3.4 generalizes Che resnlt of Kulpa (1994, Corollary, p. 47);
Kulpa considcred $\alpha$-fair allocations for the case in which $\mu_{i}$ is the Lebesgue
measure for all $i\in\dot{\mathrm{A}}_{0}’$ .
4 Market allocation of indivisible goods: The
case of segmented housing market with a
financial intermediary
$\prime 1^{\eta}l\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ scctioIl $\mathrm{s}\iota$ ndics a Inodcl 01 iIldivisible goods $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}$ are traded in a com-
$1)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}(^{\backslash }$, Inarkci. $\mathfrak{s}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{t}N$ bc a sel 01 $n$ coIlsuIners, $n<\infty$ . $\mathrm{T}l_{1}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ is a financial
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}11\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}\iota\cdot \mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\}^{r}$ bcsides $\iota l1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}7k$ constIners. $]_{\lrcorner}^{\urcorner}$act consumer $j$ initially holds
$\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}1$ tIlit 01 $\dot{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ iIldi\risibl( good $(\mathrm{S}<?\}’)$ a $l10\iota\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ ), callcd here the $j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ good. A
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}_{\dot{c}}\iota\iota\iota()|\supset \mathrm{t}_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1$ it $10_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ froIn, or Inakc an $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{c}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ in, a fiIlancial iI1-
l,crnncdiary. $1$ ) $\iota\iota \mathrm{t}l\iota$ is initial $l$ ) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\iota\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ at $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{c}$ financial $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}e\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}$ is $’/_{\lrcorner}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}$ . The
$1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1/\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1\backslash ’(_{\mathrm{c}}^{\neg},\vee^{\backslash }1,\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1(^{\mathrm{Y}},11$ ( is a $\mathrm{s}\iota$) $(^{\backslash }.$ ( $.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}11^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\iota\iota$ of moncy, so its $1$ ) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ is cqual to 1. I-Ic can
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buy as many indivisible goods (called henceforth simply goods) as he wishes
subject to his budget constraint, but knowing that there is one and only one
unit of each good available in the economy, he demands at most one unit of
each good. Denote by $P(N)$ the family of nonempty subsets of $N,$ $2^{N}\backslash \{\emptyset\}$ .
Each consumer’s consumption set is $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$ ; an elemenC $(t, S)\in \mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$
means that he obtains a loan $t$ and holds the set of goods $S$ . A negative loan
$t$ means a positive investment $|t|$ . In the following, the phrase $‘$ : receive a
loan $t$” will be used $\mathrm{s}_{\}^{r}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\}^{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}1\}^{r}$ with the phrase “to make an investment
$-t$”. Implicit in our formulation of a consumption set is the postulate that
a consumer has to hold at least one good. Consumer $j’ \mathrm{s}$ initial endowment
is $(0, \{j\})\in \mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$ . His preference relation is summarily represented by
a price-dependent continuous utility function $u_{j}$ : $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)\cross \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}arrow \mathrm{R}$.
Here, function $u_{j}$ incorporates both consnmer $j’ \mathrm{s}$ taste and the financial in-
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\}^{r}’ \mathrm{s}$ behavior in the following $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}_{\}^{r}}$ : A commodity bundle $(t, S)$ and
the leIlding interest rate on a loan or tlle deposit interest rate on an invest-
ment $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{e}$ the coIlsumer $\mathrm{s}$ utili $\iota\}^{r}$ level, and the financial intermediary is
postulated Co determine these interesC rates as continuous functions of prices
$(1, p)$ , hence the price-dependent utility function $u_{j}(t, S,p)$ . Each consumer
is a price-taker. The financial intermediary also takes prices of goods as
given, but has a monopoly power over the $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}/\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ market.
A pure exchange econom.$/witl\iota$ indivisible $j\mathrm{C}$oods and a financial inter-
$mediar\iota/$ (called llenceforth simply an economy) is a specified list of data
$\{\mathrm{R}\cross P(N), u_{j}, (0, \{j\})\}_{i\in N}$ of consumption set $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{x}P(N),$ utility function
$u_{j}$ : $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)\cross \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}arrow \mathrm{R}$ and initial endowrnent $(0, \{j\})$ for every consumer
$j\in N$ .
Wherl price vector $p\in \mathrm{R}^{N}-|$ of the goods $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}e$vails, consumer $j$ sells his
initial endowment in $\iota l_{1}\mathrm{e}$ market, tllereby receives the sale value $p_{j}$ . He may
also decide $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}1e$ anlotIlt of a loan $l_{j}11\mathrm{e}$ receives from Che financial interInediary.
Le $\mathrm{t}S\subset N$ be $\iota \mathrm{h}e$ set $\mathrm{o}l$
. goods he pnrchases. His total expcnditure on goods
is then $\sum_{i\in S}p_{i}$ , and he $l_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$ to satisfy his budge $\mathrm{t}$ constrainC,
$\sum_{j\in S}p_{i}\leq p_{j}$ -I- $t_{j}$ .
$\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}(^{1},\mathrm{r}j’ \mathrm{s}$ (lernaIld $1\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}r‘\iota \mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ is $\mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{m}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}^{r}/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}$ by his $?n,v$ ‘ir.sc $dcr’?,an.d$
$cor\cdot r\cdot espomf_{}(),r(cc$ froIIl $P(\mathrm{A}^{(})(\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t},l\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{b}x_{J}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$ of $\mathrm{R}_{\dashv}^{N},$ $S-,$ $C_{j}^{S}$ . IIcre, $p\in C_{j}^{S}$’
IIlCaIlS $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{\dot{J}}(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\dot{\mathfrak{c}}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ goods $S$ il
$\cdot$
$p$ is $\mathrm{c}\iota_{1e_{1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{v}_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}}}$ Inarkct price vector of
$\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\Gamma \mathrm{o}$ ($1\mathrm{s}$ , in $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}l\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}_{}l1\mathrm{C}[$ ) $\iota\iota \mathrm{d}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}1,\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}11,$ $l_{1}\mathrm{c}$ is also $01$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ a $1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}1$ of $l_{j}\geq$
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$\sum_{i\in S}p_{i}-p_{j}$ . His behavior comes from utility-maximization, so $u_{j}(t_{j}, S,p)\geq$
$u_{j}(t_{j)}’S’,p)$ for all $(t_{j}’, S’)$ for which $\sum_{i\in S},$ $p_{i}\leq p_{j}+t_{j}’$ .
In competitive equilibrium, the total demand for good $i$ is equal to its total
supply, and the latter is equal Co 1, $i\in N$ . Each consumer demands at least
one good. An equilibrium is achieved, therefore, iff [each consumer demands
one and only one good, and each good is demanded by some consumer].
Formally, a competitive $equ?.librium$ of an economy is a pair $(p^{*}, \pi^{*})$ of a price
vector $p^{*}\in \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ and a bijection $\pi^{*}$ : $Narrow N$ such that $p^{*} \in\bigcap_{j\in N}C_{j}^{\{\pi^{*}(j)\}}$ .
Markets of indivisible goods were considered by a pioneering paper, Shap-
$1\mathrm{e}_{J}\}^{r}$ and Scarf (1.974). They do not introduce any financial intermediaries, but
make the postulate that each consumer demands one indivisible good. This
is contrasted with our setup that $a$ consumer $\mathrm{c}a\mathrm{n}$ obtain a loan or make an
investment, and can hold several indivisible goods at the same time (pro-
vided that his budget constraint is satisfied). So, while the consumption
se $\mathrm{t}$ of each consumer is $N$ in the Shapley-Scarf se $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p},$ the consumption set
of each consnmer in our setup is $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$ ; recall that element $j\in N$ is
identified with one unit of the $j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ good, and $\mathrm{e}1e$ment $S\in P(N)$ is identified
with se $\mathrm{t}S$ of goods. We have followed Quinzii (1984) and Gale (1984) in
our formulation of an economy, but our model differs from theirs in two im-
portant respects: First, while the divisible commodity.. that Quinzii and Gale
introduced is interpreted as money as a store of value, Che divisible commod-
ity that we introduce is interpreted as a $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}/\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ , which essentially
$1^{\cdot}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ as a channel for income $\mathrm{r}e$-distribution. The price domain both
in the $\mathrm{Q}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\ulcorner/_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$-Gale setup and in our setup is {1} $\cross \mathrm{R}_{\prec-}^{N}$ (here, the price of
money is always $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}_{1}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}1$ Co 1). Second, while Quinzii and Gale postulate that
each consumcr can hold a pair of money and one indivisible good, we pos-
$\mathrm{t}$ulatc l,hat $l_{1}\mathrm{c}^{\Delta}$ can hold a pair of a loan and several indivisible goods. Thus,
while the consunlption set of $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}l_{1}$ consumer is $\mathrm{R}_{+}\cross N$ in the Quinzii-Cale
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t},\iota \mathrm{p}\backslash$, the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l},$ $01^{\cdot}$ cnch consnmer in $0\iota \mathrm{r}$ setup is $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$ . We
point ont tllat although each consumer is allowed to hold sevcral indivisible
goods in our se $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}$ , he ends up $l_{1}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ one indivisible good in a competitive
equilibri $\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}$ . In short, an $\dot{\mathfrak{c}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{m}e\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ of goods emerges in equilibrium even
in $0\iota\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{s}1\iota\iota \mathrm{p}$ .
$\mathrm{T}l\iota \mathrm{c}$ purposc of $\mathrm{c}\iota_{1e_{1^{)\mathrm{r}e\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}11}}}$ , scction is to $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}_{1}$ an equilibrium existence
tllcoreIn (Thoorcm 4..3). $\mathrm{T}1\iota \mathrm{e}\mathit{1}_{1}^{\iota}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}$ aessurnption is l,hc following $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$
coIldil,i $()$ Il $\mathrm{t}$) $11$ a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}’ \mathrm{s}1^{)\mathrm{r}(^{\backslash \downarrow(_{J\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}}^{\mathrm{Y}}}}$, rilation, $\mathrm{w}l\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}l_{1}$ siys $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{a}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ goods affect
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his utility positively, and a loan affects his utility negatively; the latter as-
sumption isjustified because a loan creates commitment to future payments
and an investment yields future returns.
Assumption 4.1 Let $p\in \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ be any price vector of goods.
(i) For eve$ryt\in \mathrm{R}_{f}u_{j}(t, S,p)>u_{j}(t, S’,p)$ for all $S,$ $S’\in P(N)$ for which
$S\supset S’$ and $S\neq S’$ .
(ii) For $even/S\in P(N),$ $u_{j}(t, S,p)>u_{j}(t’S,p))$ for all $t,$ $t’\in \mathrm{R}$ for which
$t<t’$ .
AssuInptioIl 4.1 (ii) guarantees that $0\sigma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ any $p\in C_{j}^{S}$ , consumer $j$ de-
mands goods $S$ by obtaining the exact amount of loan $t_{j}= \sum_{i\in S}p_{i}-p_{j}$ .
Without loss of generality, therefore, his constrained maximization problem
becomes:
Maximize $u_{j}( \sum_{i\in S}p_{i}-p_{j},$ $S,$ $p)$ ,
snbject Co $S\in P(N))$
giveIl $p\in \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ .
Since $P(N)$ is a finite set, $a$ solution Co this problem always exists. In other
words, $fo7^{\cdot}eacf\iota$ consumer $j,$ $ihe$ family $\{C_{j}^{S}\}_{S\in \mathcal{P}(N)}$ is a cover of $\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ .
We specify behavior of the financial intermediary. By setting the de-
$\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}/\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$rates
$i$
it influences consumers’ decisions on the total investment







$\mathrm{w}l_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l},\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}e\mathrm{s}$ the constrainl on the $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\}^{r}’ \mathrm{S}$ behavior. The next
assumplioIl says $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ as long as tltc $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}e$rage prioe of goods is high, the inter-
mediary can $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{w}_{\mathrm{t}}^{l}\iota \mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}$ se $\iota$ the two iIltcrcst rates so that this constraint is met.
This is $\mathrm{j}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\Gamma\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$ as lollows: $\Lambda$ loan is typically demanded by relatively low-
$\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(^{1},$ coIlsltIr\iota c,rs, $\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{e}.,$ by $\mathrm{t}\}_{1\mathrm{O}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}}$ coIlsu\iota ners $\mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}(^{\mathrm{J}}$, initiall.y endowcd $\mathrm{g}^{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$
have low pricj$(_{J}^{\backslash }\mathrm{s}$ . $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}l\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}$ c.oIlstIners $\mathrm{m}\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}$ llave lligl\iota $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\{\overline{)}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ , in view of
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the high average price. A high-income consumer opts to sell his high-priced
good, buys low-priced goods and invests the surplus for high future returns.
Thus, whenever there is demand for a loan, there is also supply of investment.
Recall that $e_{j}\in \mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ is a unit vector, $j\in N$ . Given a positive number $M$ ,
define the simplex,
$\triangle^{N}(A’]/I):=$ co $\{Me_{i}|j\in N\}$ .
A price vector $p$ has the average price $i1’I/n$ , iff $p\in\Delta^{N}(M)$ .
Assumption 4.2 There exists a positive real number $M$ such that for any
$p \in\bigcap_{j\in N}C_{j}^{S_{j}}\cap\triangle^{N}(M)$ , it follows that $\sum_{j\in N}t_{j}\leq 0$ , where $t_{j}:= \sum_{i\in S_{j}}p_{i}-p_{j}$ .
The present paper does not speci $f\mathrm{y}$ the intermediary’s behavior other than
Assumption 4.2 and the continuous dependence of the interest rates on prices.
So our analysis is applicable to a broad class of economies. Assumption 4.2
is $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{o}}^{\sigma}$ but Walras law within the markets for the goods, provided that
the average price is $\mathit{1}1/J/n$ . $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\rangle$ when $p \in\bigcap_{j\in N}C_{j}^{S_{j}}$ , the total demand for
good $\prime i$ is dhe number of the coIlsuIners who demand $i,$ $\neq\{j\in N|S_{j}\ni i\}$ , so
the value of the total excess demand is:
$\sum_{i\in N}p_{i}(\#\{j\in N|S_{j}\ni i\}-1)$




We will discuss AssuInptioIl 4.2 in the cxample $\mathrm{o}f$ a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ housing market
$1\mathrm{a}1$ ,er $(_{\dot{r}}\iota f$ter $\mathrm{t}l\iota(^{\mathrm{Y}},$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{a}1,\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}_{J^{\backslash }}\mathrm{r}11$ of $\mathfrak{s}_{\lrcorner(_{J}^{1}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{\dot{\mathrm{c}}}\iota 4.4)}$ .
Theorem 4.3 $Le/,$ $\{\mathrm{R}\cross P(N))u_{j}, (0_{\gamma}\{j\})\}_{j\in N}$ be an cconomy which satisfies
$Assum,ptions\mathit{4}\cdot \mathit{1}and/,.\mathit{2}$. $\prime l^{1}\mathit{1}\iota cn_{f}ther\cdot c$ exists a competilivc equilibrium $\mathit{0}\int the$
economy.
Ill ordel$\cdot$ $\downarrow 0_{1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\backslash \mathrm{t}_{J}^{s^{r}}1^{1}l1\mathrm{t}!()\mathrm{r}(^{\backslash }\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}14.3}}\gamma,$, wc nccd to establish two $1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{c}}^{r}\backslash \mathrm{s};\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}_{1\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}\iota}^{\backslash }$
$\mathrm{i}_{\dot{C}}^{\backslash },\iota \mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}$
tllal, $0.\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\cdot 1\iota \mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}1\llcorner \mathrm{b}^{\backslash }\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}(^{\mathrm{Y}},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}1(^{1},\mathrm{I}\mathrm{r}1i111\mathfrak{c}f\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\dot{1}1$ thc $\mathrm{g}^{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ whose priccs arc $\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$
low.
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Lemma 4.4 For each compact subset $C$ of $\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ , there exists a positive number
$\delta$ such that for every $p\in C_{j}^{S}\cap C$ it follows that $S\supset\{i\in N|p_{i}\leq\delta\}$ .
In order Co see the role of the financial intermediary and Assumption 4.2,
consider a housing market. In reality, a housing market is segmented: a buyer
usually looks at houses of $a$ particular price range, or rather, he looks at set
$N$ of houses of a similar capacity and quality. Suppose several houses are
extremely low-priced, say 1 cent each. A $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\}^{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ will demand them all; this is
the content of Lemma 4.4. He does so even when his initially owned house is
also 1 cent, so that he has to obtain a loan from the financial intermediary;
he is willing to $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{c}}\backslash \mathrm{y}$ interest on the several cents in the future, if he can keep
all these low-priced houses. On the other hand, if his initially owned house is
extremely high-priced, say 1 billion dollars, he will buy all the 1-cent houses
(which are $a$fter all of similar quality as his), and sell his house. This way, he
can invest in the financial intermediary the large excess of his sale over his
purchases and expect high returns in the future. $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{h}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$’ law for the markets
of the goods in the inequali $\mathrm{t}\}^{r}$ form is satisfied.
A quantitative example of the above paragraph is in order. Let $N=$
$\{1,2, .3\}$ . Let $M$ be the positive Ilumber given in Assumption 4.2, let $\delta$ be the
positive number given in $\mathrm{f}_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}4.4$ applied to $C=\triangle^{N}(\lambda/[)$ , and consider
price vector $p=(M-2\delta, \delta, ())\wedge$ . Each consumer demaIlds the second and the
third houses (low-priced houses), so his total expenditure is $2\delta$ . Consumer
$i\in\{2, .3\}$ receives his sale value $\delta$ , so needs to $\mathrm{r}e$ceive a loan of $\delta$ . Consumer
1 receives his sale value $(M-2\delta)$ , so he can invest value $(M-4\delta)$ in the
financial intermediary. The value of the total excess demand is, therefore,
$p_{1}(0-1)-\}-\gamma_{J}2(.3-1)\dashv- p_{3}(.3-1)=-M-\}- 6\delta$ ,
$\mathrm{w}l_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}l_{1}$ is $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}_{1^{)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{c}}}$ because $\delta$ is very srnall, $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{c}e$ Walras’ law.
Proof of Lemma 4.4 Supposc the contrary. Then for each positive $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e},\mathrm{r}$
$k,$ $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ exist $S^{k}\in P(N),$ $p^{k}\in C_{j}^{S^{k}}/\cap C$ and $i^{k}\in N$ such that $p_{i^{k}}^{k}\leq 1/k$ and
$i^{k}\not\in S^{k}$ . By passing tllro\iota gh a subseqnence if necessary, one may assume
$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}$ loss of $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l},\mathrm{y}$ that $p^{k}arrow p^{*}\in C$ , and $S^{k}=S^{*},$ $i^{k}=i^{*}$ for every
$k$ . $\mathrm{T}l_{1e\mathrm{I}1},$ $p_{\dot{2}}^{*}$ . $=0,$ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\dot{r^{*},}\not\in S^{*}$ . Define $l_{j}^{k}:=\Sigma_{i\in S}\cdot p_{i}^{k}-p_{j}^{k},$ $l_{j}^{*}:=\Sigma_{i\in S}.p_{i}^{*}-p_{j}^{*}$ .
Clcarly, $l_{j}^{k}arrow l_{j}^{*},$ . By the $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\downarrow_{}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$assurnptioIl, $u_{j}(l_{j}^{*}, S^{*},p^{*})<?\mathit{1}_{j},(l_{j}^{*},$ $S^{*}\cup$
$\{?^{*},\},p^{*})$ . By coIlliIluit$\}^{}$ of $n_{j},$ $\mathrm{t}l\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}$ exists a neighborhood $U$ of $(t_{j}^{*},p^{*})$ in
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$\mathrm{R}\cross C$ and a positive number $\tau$ such that
$\forall(t_{j},p)\in U$ : $u_{j}(t_{j)}^{*}S^{*},p^{*})+\tau<u_{j}(i_{j}, S^{*}\cup\{i^{*}\},p)$ .
But for all $k^{\sim}$ sufficiently large, $u_{j}(t_{j}^{k}, S^{*},p^{k})<u_{j}(t_{j}^{*}, S^{*},p^{*})+\tau$ and $(t^{k}+$
$p_{i}^{k}.,p^{k})\in U$ . Thus, under price vector $\mathrm{P}^{k}\backslash$ the commodity bundle $(t_{j}^{f}+$







as a maximizer of utility $u_{j}(\cdot,p^{k})$ in Che budget set given $p^{k}$ .
The next lemma says that the demand correspondence is upper semicon-
tinuous and closed-valued: the properties equivalent in the present setup to
closedness of $\mathrm{t}l_{1}\mathrm{e}$ graph of the demand correspondence, $\{(p, \sum_{i\in S}p_{i}-p_{j}, S)\in$
$\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}\cross \mathrm{R}\cross P(N)|p\in C_{j}^{S}\}$.
Lemma 4.5 $\Gamma^{d}or$ each $j\in N$ and each $S\in P(N)$ , the set $C_{j}^{S}$ is closed in
$\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ .
Proof Upper semicontinuity of the demand correspondence follows from
the standard argument which uses the maximum theorem. We only need to
show that the bndget-set correspondence $B_{j}$ from the price-domain $\mathrm{R}_{+}^{N}$ Co
the subsets of the consumption set $\mathrm{R}\cross P(N)$ , defined by
$B_{j}(p)$ $:= \{(t, S)\in \mathrm{R}\cross P(N)|\sum_{i\in S}p_{i}\leq p_{j}+t\}$ ,
is lower $\mathrm{s}e\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\iota \mathrm{s}$ . Let $\{p^{k}\}_{k}$ be $a$ny scquence in $\mathrm{R}_{-\vdash}^{N}$ which converges




$1^{\mathrm{t}}\urcorner \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ eacb $k$ , definc $\alpha^{k}\mathrm{b}\}^{r}$
$\alpha^{k}:=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{\alpha\in[0,1||\sum_{i\in S}.p_{i}^{k}\leq p_{j}^{k}-|-\alpha l^{*}\dashv-(1-\alpha)t^{\mathrm{o}}\}$ .
Clearly, $\alpha^{k}arrow 1$ . ] $\supset e\iota_{\ln(_{J}^{\mathrm{J}}}^{\backslash }t^{k}.:=\alpha^{k}\ell^{*}-|-(1-\alpha^{k})t^{\mathrm{o}}$. Then, $(t^{k}, S^{*})\in f\mathit{3}_{j}(p^{k})$ for
all $k\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}_{1}^{\backslash }\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}1\dot{\mathfrak{c}}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c},$arld $(l^{k}, S^{*})arrow(t^{*}, S^{*})$ . $\square$
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Proof of Theorem 4.3 Given the positive numbers $M$ of Assumption 4.2
and $\delta$ of Lemma 4.4 applied Co $C=\triangle^{N}(M)$ , define the trimmed simplex,
$\triangle_{\delta}^{N}(M):=\{p\in\triangle^{N}(iVI)|\forall i\in N : p_{i}\geq\delta\}$ .
Its faces are defined by
$\triangle_{\delta(M):=\{p\in\triangle_{\delta}^{N}(\mathit{4}l^{f}I)}^{T}|\forall i\in N\backslash T:p_{i}=\delta\},$ $T\in P(N)$ .
Lemma 4.4 says that for each consumer $j$ ,
$\forall T\subset N:\triangle_{\delta}^{T}(M)\subset\bigcup_{S\supset N\backslash T}C_{j}^{S}$
,
and Lemma 4.5 $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\}^{r}\mathrm{S}$ that each $C_{j}^{S}$ is closed. By Theorem 2. $.3\mathrm{C}$ applied to the






$\exists p^{*}\in\bigcap_{j\in N}[C_{j}^{\pi(j)}\cap\triangle_{\delta}^{N}(i|/l)]$ , (2)
$\forall\dot{\mathrm{z}}\in N$ : $\#\{j\in N|_{J}\sim_{1}(j)\ni i\}\geq 1$ . (3)
On the other hand, by Assumption 4.2,
$\sum_{i\in \mathrm{J}\backslash },p_{i}^{*}(\#\{j\in N|\pi(j)\ni i\}-1)\leq 0$ . (4)
By strict positivcness of $p^{*}$ and (.3), inequality (4) holds true only if $\neq\{j\in$
$N|\pi(j)\ni i\}-1=0$ for every $?,$ $\in N$ . This means that each $\pi(j)$ is a
singleton, and $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{I}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\pi$ IIlay bc $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{t}\supset}^{\sigma}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}.\mathrm{d}$ ed as a permutatiorl on N.
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}_{J}\square$
theorem is $\mathrm{C}_{\iota}\mathrm{b}^{\neg}\mathrm{t}_{C}^{r}\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\iota 1$ view 01 (2).
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